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A B

A B

CHARACTER 
TOKENS

Cut along the edge of the player token & glue point 
“A” over point “B” to form a loop. 

Game Play:
1.  Each player chooses a player token. 
2. Each player roles the dice once. Highest number goes first, and play continues clockwise.
3. First player roles dice and goes that number of spaces. When player lands on a colored space, they draw a single 
card of the corresponding color and follow the instructions on that card. 
4.4. Only draw one card per turn (e.g. if drawn card instructs player to move to a new space, their turn ends once they 
move to the new space and they do not draw a 2nd card).
5. Repeat the process with each player until one player reaches the finish.

Player Tokens:
1. Have an adult cut out the desired player tokens, 
cutting along the solid green line. 
2.  Bring point “A” to overlap on point “B” & secure 
with tape or glue
3.  Repeat for all desired player tokens.

GGame Cards:
1. Cut out all 60 game cards along the dotted lines.
2.  Sort cards into same colored groups and place 
face-down on the game-board where indicated.

Assembly:
Game board:
1. Have an adult trim the excess paper from the inside edge 
of either side of the game board but cutting along the 
dashed line.
2. Align the two sides so that the small triangles line up
3. G3. Glue or tape the two halves of the game-board together

Dice:
1. Have an adult cut out along the outside of the solid grey 
lines (note the details on the corners)
2.  Pre-fold along all of the dashed lines, folding away from 
the printed side.
3.3.  Fold the 3, 4, and 5 sections up to 90° angles and glue or 
tape 3 & 4 to the grey flaps on the 5 side. Do the same thing 
with the 2 & 6, so that the 6 & 5 connect. Glue or tape any 
remaining flaps to the inside of the cube you have just 
formed.

Before you start, you will need:
• Tape or paper glue
• Scissors & and adult to use them
• Printed game pages

Game objective: 
Be the first player to make it to the finish.
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CHARACTER TOKENS
Cut along the edge of the player token & glue point 

“A” over point “B” to form a loop. 

DICE
Cut along the edge of the die and fold along the 
dotted lines.  Bring the die together to form a cube and 
glue the solid gray flaps inside the shape.

VERY BAD DAY
BOARD GAME

CHARACTER TOKENS & DICE
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Forgot your 
homework at 
home.
---

Lose your next 
turn.

Picked last for 
soccer.
---

Lose your next 
turn.

Lost your 
phone.
---

Next player 
can steal your 
spot on the 
board.

Broke a 
window with a 
baseball.
---

Lose your next 
turn.

Broke your 
arm.
---

Lose your next 
turn.

Tripped in 
front of your 
crush.
---

Move back 1 
space.

Started a fire in 
Science class.

---
Move back 2 
spaces.

Humiliated by 
the other 
students.
---

Move back 3 
spaces.

Late for
school.
---

Move back 1 
space.

Burned your 
lab notebook.

---
Move back 2 
spaces.

Got a new 
puppy.
---

Steal the next 
player’s turn.

Learned a new 
magic trick.

---
Switch places 
on the board 
with any 
player.

Finished 
reading a new 

book.
---

Steal the next 
player’s turn.

Earned 
straight A’s. 

---
Switch places 
with the 1ST
place player.

Finished your 
homework 
early.
---

Steal the next 
player’s turn.

Earned an “A” 
on your math 

test.
---

Move ahead 3 
spaces.

Finished all 
your chores.

---
Move ahead 5 
spaces.

It’s your 
birthday.
---

Move ahead 7 
spaces.

Pimple went 
away.
---

Move ahead 1 
space.

Got over your 
head cold.

---
Move ahead 2 
spaces.
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VERY BAD DAY BOARD GAME 
PLAYING CARDS – PAGE 1
Cut along the dotted edge of the playing cards and sort into groups with the 
same colored cards.



Got gum stuck 
in your hair.

---
Lose your 
next turn.

Sent to the 
principal’s 
office.
---

NNext player 
can steal your 
spot on the 
board.

Crocodile in 
the house.

---
Lose your next 

turn.

Fired from 
your job.
---

Lose your next 
turn.

Failed your 
drivers test.

---
Next player can 
steal your spot 
on the board.

Woke up late.
---

Move back 5 
spaces.

Lost your 
locker keys.

---
Move back 2 
spaces.

Kicked by a 
kangaroo.
---

Move back 3 
spaces.

Forgot about 
soccer 
practice.
---

Move back 2 
spaces.

Your dog ate 
your

homework.
---

Move back 3 
spaces.

Aced your 
Spanish test.

---
Robar el turno 
del siguiente 
jugador.

Got hired for a 
summer job.

---
Steal the next 
player’s turn.

Learned how 
to swim.
---

Steal the next 
player’s turn.

Finished 
building a 
tree house.

---
Steal the next 
player’s turn.

Earned 1ST 
place at the 
science fair.

---
Switch places 
with the 1ST 
place player.

Had a great 
birthday party.

---
Move ahead 4 
spaces.

Passed your 
driving test.

---
Move ahead 2 
spaces.

Voted most 
likely to be 
famous in the 
yearbook.

---
Move ahead 3 
spaces.

Won Spring 
Fling 

Queen/King.
---

Move ahead 5 
spaces.

Cast as the 
lead in the 
school play.

---
Move ahead 3 
spaces.
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VERY BAD DAY BOARD GAME 
PLAYING CARDS – PAGE 2
Cut along the dotted edge of the playing cards and sort into groups with the 
same colored cards.



Spilled water 
on your laptop.

---
Lose your 
next turn.

Forgot to finish 
your chores.

---
Lose a turn.

Grounded 
for missing 
curfew.
---

Lose your 
next turn.

Spilled 
ketchup on 
your shirt.
---

NNext player can 
steal your spot 
on the board.

Kicked out of 
the poetry 
club.
---

Lose a turn.

Missed the 
school bus.

---
Move back 5 
spaces.

Forgot to feed 
the cat.
---

Move back 2 
spaces.

Dropped and 
broke your 
phone.
---

Move back 3 
spaces.

Dropped your 
English essay 
in a puddle.

---
Move back 6 
spaces.

Lost $5.
---

Move back 2 
spaces.

Made the 
tennis team.

---
Steal the next 
player’s turn.

Voted class 
president.
---

Steal the next 
player’s turn.

Had your 
favorite dish 
for dinner.

---
SSwitch places 
with the 1ST 
place player .

Woke up on 
time.
---

Steal the 
next player’s 

turn.

Won the 
basketball 
tournament.

---
SSwitch places 
with the 1ST 
place player.

Made it to 
class on time.

---
Move ahead 3 
spaces.

Found $10 in 
your pocket.

---
Move ahead 4 
spaces.

Made a new 
friend.
---

Move ahead 4 
spaces.

Learned how 
to ride a bike.

---
Move ahead 3 
spaces.

Received an 
award at 
school.
---

Move ahead 1 
space.
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VERY BAD DAY BOARD GAME 
PLAYING CARDS – PAGE 3
Cut along the dotted edge of the playing cards and sort into groups with the 
same colored cards.
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